Sacha Quarles
SOCAPUSA, Celebrity Artistic Director

Media Placements

Sacha Quarles and SHE featured
UsMagazine.com, “Celeb Hairstyles:
Better With Bangs or Without?”
featured expert commentary
from
Sacha in a roundup of celebrities
shown with and without bangs. Sacha
stated why he prefers Emma Stone,
Reece
Witherspoon,
Jennifer
Lawrence, Kerry Washington, Taylor
Swift and Lea Michele with bangs.

May 16, 2014

Emma Stone
Experts say: Bangs
"Emma Stone has taken
her personal style to the
next level lately," Sacha
Quarles, celebrity artistic
director of SHE by
SO.CAP.USA Hair
Extensions, tells Us. "Her
new rock-inspired fringe is
youthful, edgy, and
perfectly represents her
easy going public persona.
I love this look!"

Reese Witherspoon
Experts say: Bangs
"Reese has worn
bangs on and off for
years," Quarles says.
"I personally think the
edgy fringe is perfect
for the star's heartshaped face."

Jennifer Lawrence
Experts say: Bangs
"Jennifer's new haircut
proves that short hair
can be even more
versatile than long
hair," Quarles says.
"The long fringe can be
pulled back for a more
sophisticated look or
worn down to be
edgier."

Kerry Washington
Experts say: Bangs
"Kerry can pull off
most styles and these
edgy and beachy
bangs are no
exception," Quarles
explains. "The color
panels and textured
length look awesome
on the new mom.

Taylor Swift
Experts say: Bangs
"I have one word for
Taylor: Bangin!"
Quarles says. "Her
face-framing fringe is
playful and fun, yet
sophisticated. They
truly accentuate the
songstress's overall
look."

Sacha Quarles featured on
Mom.me, “Get the Look: Ombre
Hair Extensions,” featured SHE by
SO.CAP.USA‟s Clip-in Ombre
Extensions as an easy way to get
the look, without the
commitment. The article also
quoted Sacha Quarles, who
shared tips for putting in
extensions on your own.

May 15, 2014

Get The Look:
Ombre Hair Extensions
How to try this trendy hairstyle without
committing to a dye job

“It's always smart to back-comb the base of
where you are going to place the clip.
Another way to give the clip a little more
security is to hairspray the back-combed
area. That is a one-two punch that will lock
in those extensions.“
—Sacha Quarles, celebrity hairstylist

…..My advice: Get extensions. That way, you can see
if it suits you before going under the bleach cap! Hair
extensions are not something I use often. In fact, I
used them once or twice years ago when my hair was
shorter, but haven't had extensions in years. If you‟re a
newbie or reacquainting yourself with extensions like
me, I can promise you that they‟re easy to put on. If
you find a good brand, the hair will look like your own.
Extensions typically come in a variety of lengths,
textures and in a wide range of colors ranging from
platinum blonde to mahogany chestnut. You don‟t want
your extensions to be an entirely different texture than
your natural hair, so look for 100 percent human hair
bonded with keratin tips so it will blend in naturally. I
used ombre hair extensions by So.CAP USA for this
tutorial.
Just to make sure I was doing it correctly, I consulted
celebrity hairstylist Sacha Quarles, who shared these
important tips for putting in your own extensions:
“It's always smart to back-comb the base of where you
are going to place the clip. Another way to give the clip
a little more security is to hairspray the back-combed
area. That is a one-two punch that will lock in those
extensions.“ —Sacha Quarles, celebrity hairstylist

5 Amazing Celebrity Wedding
Hairstyle Predictions

Daily Makeover
March 24, 2014

Once we hear a celebrity is engaged, two
things go through our minds: How big is the
ring, and what hairstyle will they wear down
the aisle? While we can't be absolutely sure,
we can give our best educated guess. Sacha
Quarles, celebrity artistic director for SHE by
SO.CAP.USA, gave us his predictions for
what the stars will wear on their big day.

Once we hear a celebrity is engaged,
two things go through our minds: How
big is the ring, and what hairstyle will
they wear down the aisle? While we
can't be absolutely sure, we can give
our best educated guess. Sacha
Quarles, celebrity artistic director for
SHE by SO.CAP.USA, gave us his
predictions for what the stars will wear
on their big day.
Lauren Conrad
"Lauren will go Classic Hollywood all
the way. She has been wearing her
baliaged long hair in 40s-inspired loose
wave for years, and I don't expect the
'Hills' star to change up now. A jeweled
head piece would complement her
wonderfully."

Daily Makeover
March 24, 2014

Kim Kardashian
"She is known for her signature look
of voluminous long hair. However,
with her upcoming nuptuals to
Kanye West, I expect to see
something more simple and refined.
At her last wedding in 2011, Kim
wore her hair pulled straight back in
a high twisted up-do. She
accentuated this look with a
diamond drop headpiece by
Lorraine Shwartz. This time I think
we're going to see something a bit
more natural. A sophisticated side
part style with a low bun in the back
would look beautiful on her. As
would a 30s-inspired finger wave
smoothed over one side and
cascading down the other. No
matter what style she wears, the
world (and many brides to be) will
be watching

Daily Makeover
March 24, 2014

Mila Kunis
"I expect to see Mila walk down the
aisle with her usual mix of high
fashion and easy going style.
Having half of her hair pulled back
and allowing beachy loose waves
(achieved with 3 different barreled
irons) to cascade down her
shoulders and back would suit her
wonderfully. I don't expect to see
anything too severe or polished. A
sexy, romantic look is the star's
signature."

Daily Makeover
March 24, 2014
Hayden Panettiere
"She will go for a youthful California
bridal look. I expect to see raked out
loose curls (achieved with a large
barreled curling iron) and a lot of
volume at her root and crown. Her
long blonde hair will be whimsical
and romantic. I wouldn't expect a
matronly top knot or updo for the
'Nashville' star on her special day."

Mary-Kate Olsen "Mary-Kate is
always a wild card. I would suspect
that she will go one of two ways:
She'll either pull her hair back into a
Parisian chignon and allow the
focus to go toward her (sure to be)
one-of-a-kind dress. Or you will get
a classic bohemian look (like she
wore most recently at the Met Gala),
complete with long loose curls and
braids of all sizes."
Read more:

CertifiedFabulous.com
March 7, 2014

How Will Kim Kardashian
Wear Her Hair at Her
Wedding?

March 2014

As the countdown to Kim Kardashian's wedding grows
shorter by the day, fans are growing restless to find out
which new trends the stylish celeb has in store when she
walks down the aisle. While many of the details of Kim‟s
short-lived wedding to Kris Humphries were made public
before the big day, this time, the queen of open-book
living is playing her cards surprisingly close to the vest.
Sources close to the star suspect that Kim and Kanye will
exchange wedding bands designed by the couple‟s pal,
Lorraine Schwartz, who designed Kim‟s engagement ring,
but the other details of the day have been kept quiet —
until now. Kim, who has spent the months since daughter
North‟s birth trying out a variety of new makeup and
hairstyles, is reportedly coming close to how she‟ll wear
her famous mane on the big day.
Celebrity hairstylist Sacha Quarles reveals to
HollywoodLife that Kim, who has been sporting more
refined hair and makeup since dating Kanye, will likely try
to make her look as different from her last wedding as
possible.
“I think we‟re going to see something a bit more natural,”
says Sacha.
His recommendation? “A sophisticated side part style with
a low bun in the back would look beautiful on her. As
would a 30′s inspired finger wave smoothed over one
side and cascading down the other. No matter what style
she wears, the world (and many brides to be) will be
watching!”

HollywoodLife.com
August 21, 2013

Expert Predicts How Kim Will Wear Her Hair
Sacha Quarles’, Celebrity Artistic Director for SHE by
SO.CAP.USA, spills on what he thinks Kim will do on the big
day.
“Kim Kardashian is known for her signature look of voluminous,
long hair. However, with her upcoming nuptials to Kanye West,
I expect to see something more simple and refined. At her last
wedding in 2011, Kim wore her hair pulled straight back in a
high twisted up-do. She accentuated this look with a diamond
drop headpiece by Lorraine Schwartz. This time, however, I
think we‟re going to see something a bit more natural. A
sophisticated side part style with a low bun in the back would
look beautiful on her. As would a 30′s inspired finger wave
smoothed over one side and cascading down the other. No
matter what style she wears, the world (and many brides to be)
will be watching!”

SHEKNOWS
October 11, 2013

September 19, 2013

September 13, 2013

Mara Hoffman
Super long hair has been making a comeback for a few months now with celebrities rocking
extensions on the red carpet. These extra long braids at Mara Hoffman‟s further indicate
that long hair is a trend to follow and braids are clearly here to stay! And thanks to
extensions this looks is easier to achieve than ever!
Because these braids are very sleek, I would recommend tape-in extensions like SHE by
SO.CAP.USA because they have the flattest bond of all types of extensions available. The
other great thing about tape-ins is that although they are a permanent type of extensions,
they are reusable next time you need an extension touchup. Once the extensions are
applied by a professional stylist at a salon, you can easily replicate the look at home.
•Combine a hair oil like (I recommend Argan For You oil) with a little bit of light gel to
smooth hair, and hold in the ends from popping out. Evenly distribute to hair
•Using a rattail, part the hair down the middle.
•Section away each side to work one section at a time.
•Starting on one side, slick the hair back behind the ear
•With the hair smooth on your first side, begin the first French braid behind the ear
braiding towards the center of the nape.
•Continue braiding the hair all the way to the ends.
•Secure with a small rubber band that is invisible and won‟t catch the hair.
•Repeat process on the other side.
•Have fun with it! Once braided, to add flair to this look, pull the braids together with a hair
accessory, a ribbon or a scarf to make a true fashion statement.

September 13, 2013

Michael Bastian
Clearly retro hair is making a comeback in men‟s
looks too. We saw versions of the combover at
Porsche Design, DKNY and Michael Bastian. Here is
our favorite from the Michael Bastian show. Notice
that this is a clean, classic combover, not a greasylooking, gelled-up one you might associate with the
name.
•Begin with damp to wet hair
•Evenly apply a sculpting cream or gel
•Comb hair into the desired part
•Dry naturally or use a diffuser
•Once dry, use your fingers or a large-toothed comb
to brush out the crunchiness of the gel
•Use some hairspray to lock in the look.

Hair Extensions On Your Wedding Day
Hollywood Life.com
If you‟re trying out some of these famous
August 2013
celebrity hairstyles, Sacha recommends
using SHE by SO.CAP.USA hair extensions.
These super strong extensions are available
in clip-in, tape-in and bonded extensions,
adding length and volume to your hair. The
extensions are so strong that they will last all
night and your style will look flawless — not
one loosecurl!
There you have it, HollywoodLifers! Do you
love these celebrity hairstyles for your
wedding
day hair?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedd
WATCH:
Sacha Quarles, Celebrity
ed&v=7SUHhirHH8M
Hairdresser,

Modern Salon.com
April 2013

Magazine Cover Hairstyles You Can
Easily Recreate Yourself
Photo Credit: muambeiradigital
Tutorial by Sacha Quarles,
Celebrity Artistic Director

1. Start with Volumizer on damp hair and blow the hair out

using a large round brush until completely dry.
2. Part the hair on the side that best suits you.
3. Spray tresses with your heat protector of choice, then set
the hair with large hot rollers. Start with your rollers at the
part, working down toward the ears. Aim the rest of the
rollers towards the back of the head. The set doesn‟t have to
be perfect, because the finished style will be perfected with a
clipless curling iron.
4. After your hot rollers cool in your hair, take the rollers out.
Use your fingers to rake through and agitate the hair,
breaking up the regimented curls.
5. Then start using your 1” clipless curling iron or regular
curling iron (with a regular curling iron just open the
clip). Start taking small sections and wrap each one around
the iron. Rotate your wrapping action clockwise and counterclockwise. This will create these beautiful waves that Blake
Rocks so well.
TIP: Aim the tube of the iron down to wrap hair around it.

SHE KNOWS
June 24, 2013

June 13, 2013

oribe.com
February 2013

A Conversation with Sacha Quarles
For celebrity and movie stylist Sacha Quarles, it would seem that hair
was in his blood. “My mother was a huge inspiration,” Sacha says,
referring to mom Aaron Quarles, who has styled hair for such movies
as Dead Man Walking, Hannibal and Eat Pray Love. We talked to
Sacha about his original foray into the business side of films, his work
on several seasons of Sex and the City and his recent experiences on
the sets of movies like Men in Black 3, Gangster Squad and the
upcoming Dead Man Down.
How did you get your start in the beauty industry?
I went to school for business and began my career working in film
production. While going through movie budgets, I saw what a great
living you could make doing hair on set. Since I had studied sculpture
in college, which I thought was very similar to working with hair, and
knew hairdressing was in my genes, I decided to go to beauty school.
After that, I went to work in a salon on Fifth Avenue in New York City.
What made you leave the salon world?
I began to work with the New York City Opera and fell in love with the
theatrics of it. While there, I got a call about doing hair for the first
Broadway production of Jekyll and Hyde. I worked closely with Dale
Brownell, who taught me so much about styling wigs. From there, I did
Les Miserables and Miss Saigon.
What was the first movie you worked on?
It involved a little nepotism…I helped my mom on Flawless (1999) with
Robert DeNiro (whom I still work with) and Phillip Seymour Hoffman. I
then keyed alongside her again on Wonder Boys (2000) with Michael
Douglas, Tobey Maguire and Katie Holmes.

A Conversation with Sacha Quarles
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You were nominated for two Emmys for your work on Sex and the
City. How’d you score that gig?
To be honest, I got that job by accident! After wrapping Wonder Boys, I
was walking by the SATC set in Union Square and saw the hair and
makeup trailer. I had a friend doing makeup for the show (it was in its
second season by then), so I popped in to say hello. That night, I got a
call from hair department head Michelle Johnson asking me if I could
help out the next day. Michelle invited me back again the rest of the
week…and then for the next three seasons.
What was that experience like?
It was an incredible experience, both professionally and personally. I
loved working with the women on the show—they were not only fun,
but smart. They really knew what worked for their characters and
taught me a lot about doing hair for specific personas. My favorite was
Kristen Davis‟ Charlotte because her hair in the show was always so
beautiful and polished. Sarah Jessica Parker‟s Carrie was more of a
free spirit, which was fun in its own right, but I liked creating sleek
Upper East Side-appropriate styles.
After SATC, you went back to doing movies. How do you choose
your projects?
I‟m very lucky that, at this point in my career, I‟m able to be selective.
First and foremost, I accept jobs based on actors I want to work with.
Second, I look at the subject matter and the period the movie takes
place…I love a good challenge. Finally, I‟ve often accepted jobs based
on the quality of the director.

Tell us about some of your most recent projects.
One of the highlights from last year was Men in Black 3. I was on the
Oscar short list for that, which was a huge honor. I got to create
incredible papier-mâché hair for Emma Thompson and gave Nicole
Scherzinger incredibly precise and sculpted bangs (I attached them
with eyelash glue to keep them in place during action scenes), along
with great styles for Alice Eve and grooming for Josh Brolin and Tommy
Lee Jones.

A Conversation with Sacha Quarles
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I was Josh Brolin‟s personal stylist for Gangster Squad, in theaters
now. The style was very period-based…faded in the back and on the
sides and longer on top. I used Dax and Oribe Original Pomade to
give it shine and hold.
Dead Man Down, which comes out March 8, is a dark love story set
in the present day. There wasn‟t a ton of beauty involved, but when
there was, I used Oribe products a lot on Noomi Rapace. I used Soft
Lacquer to give her curls and touched up with Supershine throughout
the day on set—it‟s so light that it doesn‟t build up. One of the
challenges with this movie is that a lot of the looks were supposed to
be very undone, which I had a hard time with.
Spike Lee‟s Old Boy is also coming out—I had so much fun working
with Josh Brolin (again), Lizzie Olsen and Samuel L. Jackson. I had
to take the characters throughout 20 years, so there were a lot of
wigs involved!

You’ve worked on jobs spanning several time periods. How do
you prepare?
There‟s so much research involved. It‟s not only a time period, but a
socioeconomic class, geographical location, etc. I used to get books,
but now I mainly do a lot of Googling.
Once you have some ideas in mind, you need to really understand
what will work for the specific character and the actor or actress. It‟s
similar to a salon consultation—you have to be able to explain WHY it
will work. It's often a negotiation with the actors and directors.
Do you have a favorite era to style for?
Definitely the 1960s…I like big, polished hair!

A Conversation with Sacha Quarles
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Which movies do you think have showcased the best hair?
I love period movies like Elizabeth and The Queen, but I also love
seeing brilliant cuts like Meryl Streep‟s cropped Miranda Priestley
„do in The Devil Wears Prada.
How has your business background helped you on set?
It‟s been a huge asset to me…and I think it‟s really helped me build
a reputation as a stylist who‟s both talented and smart. You have to
have some business sense in order to manage budgets and
understand how much man power you need.

You’ve also done a lot of red carpet and editorial work. How
does that differ from your movie experiences?
I love doing editorial and red carpet work with celebrities because I
get to create beautiful hair that‟s for them…not their characters. I‟ve
been blessed to work with some really amazing people and
photographers, which is really gratifying. Plus, you get to live the
lifestyle of a celebrity at times when they put you up in the best
hotels, take you on their private jets and travel with them around the
world.
What advice do you have for stylists?
It‟s all about presentation. I‟ve had assistants show up on set in
sweatpants…and I‟ve sent them home. You have to look
professional—or you risk others not respecting you and your craft.
Always put your best foot forward.

Also, be open to learning, no matter where you are in your career. I
learn something new with every job and opportunity. I study the
other stylists around me to see their techniques and their creative
process—it‟s important to see how others approach things

Golden Globes Red Carpet
“How Tos” With Celebrity Stylist
Sacha Quarles

January 24, 2012

Charlize Theron: Elegant and Soft
Expert Perspective: “This might have been the hottest hair style of the evening. If you‟re
walking down the red carpet, you can‟t go wrong with elegance and a touch of glam.
Charlize went for a fresh, sophisticated side-swept low chignonto top her classic Dior
dress. Her soft, loose and loopy lowdo was stunning. It looked touchable and glamorous
and wasn‟t the standard style pulled at the back of the head.”
How to Get-the-Look:
•Part dry hair down the side and direct the hair to where the chignon should lie
•Loosely curl the whole head of hair with a one inch curling iron but make sure to use a
heat protector before
•Pull hair to one side as if you are creating a side pony tail where the chignon will be
•Using the fingers, lightly rake the hair into a pony tail to keep the movement of the
waves
•Twist the hair in small circular movements until it shapes into a chignon
•Stick long hair pins into the chignon, anchoring the hair pins into the ponytail
•Apply a strong-hold hairspray like PRAVANA Super Shape Hairspray to lock hair in for
the duration of the evening
•If you want to accessorize your hairstyle and bring back the 20‟s, you can do so with a
vintage rhinestone headband to top off the look
Reese Witherspoon: Sexy and Chic
Expert Perspective: “Reese‟s big, bombshell waves were the cherry on top of the red
carpet glamour. As one of the only stars that wore their hair down, Reese pulled this
messy, yet sophisticated look off perfectly. A hairstyle like this is flattering on almost
anyone because it simply adds a sexy touch to hair without changing the haircut.”
How to Get-the-Look:
•Begin by using PRAVANA Density Extreme Volumizing Foam
•Flip the head over and use a flat brush creating volume until hair is dry
•Section hair down the middle, all the way to the back and from ear to ear which will give
you four equal sections
•Taking a small section, wrap hair around an inch and a quarter curling iron for loose big
waves
•For the hairs that fall around the face, wrap the hair around the curling iron away from
the face
•As you move away from the face, start rotating the curls , one toward the front and one
towards the back
•Mist the hair with a firming spray like the PRAVANA Super Shape Hairspray for a hold
that lasts all night

Beauteeze.com
August 2012

Beauteeze was lucky enough to speak with him for a few minutes while on his way to his
next movie set:
Beauteeze: What‟s the biggest challenge in running your business today?
Sacha: Being in the movie business, everyday brings a new challenge. There is no telling
what kind of materials will end up being needed from one set to the next. Extensions, wigs,
and color could all be called upon in a moments notice and I need to be prepared for any
scenario.
Beauteeze: How do you utilize technology to improve your business?
Sacha: I am always looking for new ways to improve my technique with new products and
new tools. Hair companies are always putting out new methods to keep hair in place and it is
important to be on top of all the new breakthroughs. The new tools I‟ve been most interested
in are the ones that allow me to straighten my client‟s hair without doing long-term damage
to it. My clients trust me to take care of them and it important to find the techniques that will
not cause harm to their hair after they leave the set.
Beauteeze: What are the hottest hair trends for women this summer?
Sacha: “Done” styles are definitely in. Because of the influence of TV shows like Boardwalk
Empire, Pan Am and Mad Men, women are going for more of a styled look, with a modern
twist. The stars are sporting a lot of updo‟s on the red carpet this season. Two films I‟ve
recently worked on also depict the very elegant style making a come back. In Men and Black
III starring Will Smith, Tommy Lee Jones, and Emma Thompson, they travel back in time to
the 1960‟s and Gangster Squad with Ryan Gosling, Sean Penn and Josh Brolin is set in the
1940‟s. The period look is very beautiful and sophisticated and I love that women are
seeking this out now.
Beauteeze: What is the biggest hair crime you have seen lately?
Sacha: The biggest hair crime today is definitely women who have heat-damaged hair.
Women need to learn to check the heat settings on their straighteners, hair dryers and
curling irons. Heat damaged hair can have long term consequences ruining the texture and
making styling and coloring very difficult.
Beauteeze: Where do you draw inspiration from?
Sacha: Everything inspires me! The real women walking the street of New York City inspire
me. Things that I like, things that I don‟t like. All of it inspires me. I like to look at styles that I
don‟t like and figure out a way to make it better. Of course, fashion shows and fashion
magazines always inspire, but it‟s the real women that encourage me to always do better.
Beauteeze: Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with us! Good luck on your next
movie!
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